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ABSTRACT

Sleep quality is closely linked to people’s health, and during the COVID-19 pandemic, the sleep patterns of residents in China were
notably poor. The lockdown in China led to an increase in social media use, prompting questions about its impact on sleep.
Therefore, this study investigates the association between social media use and sleep quality among Chinese residents during
the COVID-19 outbreak, highlighting the potential mediating role of social media addiction. Data were collected via
questionnaires through a cross-sectional survey with 779 valid responses. Variance analysis was used to test for differences in
social media use among different demographic variables. Bivariate correlation analysis was employed to explore the
relationships between variables, while regression analysis investigated the correlations between various media factors and sleep
quality. Additionally, Bootstrap sampling was utilized to analyze the potential mediating influence of social media addiction in
the relationship between social media use and sleep. The study's findings reveal a significant correlation between social media
use, particularly before bedtime, and sleep quality (p < 0.01), with pre-sleep activity notably linked to poorer overall sleep
scores (β = 0.141, p = 0.004). Although the daily use of social media did not directly impact most individuals’ sleep quality,
specific platforms like news apps, short video apps, dating apps, and content community platforms were associated with higher
levels of social media addiction, subsequently negatively affecting sleep quality. Specifically, the use of news apps (B = 0.068,
95% CI [0.000, 0.019]), short video apps (B = 0.112, 95% CI [0.001, 0.031]), dating apps (B = 0.147, 95% CI [0.000, 0.028]),
and content community platforms (B = 0.106, 95% CI [0.001, 0.028]) was found to increase the risk of social media addiction,
subsequently leading to adverse effects on sleep quality. The study underscores a notable link between social media use and
sleep quality, suggesting that mindful social media habits, particularly before bedtime, and reducing addiction-associated apps
could enhance sleep quality.
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Introduction

Good sleep quality is widely recognized as a predictor of
physical and mental health, happiness, and overall vitality
[1]. However, in today's fast-paced society, insufficient sleep
is a common and pressing health issue [2], with insomnia
being the most prevalent sleep disorder, imposing a
significant burden on sufferers [3]. Studies have shown that
insomnia is related to subjective well-being [4] and has a

causal relationship with diseases such as depression [5].
However, research indicates that sleep problems were
widespread during the COVID-19 pandemic [6,7], affecting
about 40% of the general population and healthcare
workers, with an even higher incidence rate among COVID-
19 patients [8]. Sleep directly affects immune maintenance
and response, and a decline in sleep quality can impair the
immune system [9]. The immune system is closely related
to the progression of viral infections [10], forming a vicious
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cycle. Therefore, paying attention to the factors related to
poor sleep quality during the COVID-19 pandemic is
necessary.

Studies indicate that there is a correlation between the
use of social media and sleep quality [11,12]. Irregular use
of social media has been found to affect sleep quality [13],
while reducing the use of social media to a certain extent
may improve sleep quality and increase individual happiness
[14]. Notably, during the COVID-19 pandemic, social media
users significantly increased [15], and people increasingly
used social media to pass the time [16]. Some studies have
pointed out that residents’ sleep patterns changed during
this period, with bedtime and wake-up times being delayed,
nighttime sleep duration decreasing, and daytime napping
time increasing, leading to an overall decline in sleep quality
[17]. The government implemented strict lockdown
measures in China to combat the pandemic, further
promoting social media use [18]. The “2022 China Sleep
Quality Report” also showed that unhealthy sleep concepts
and behaviors are shared among the Chinese population
[19]. Therefore, although the COVID-19 pandemic can be
seen as a particular period that exacerbates existing social
trends, it also reveals a broader phenomenon—the
relationship between social media use and sleep quality.
This finding prompts us to explore the potential connection
between the two further. Based on this, the study poses the
research question: How is the use of social media related to
the sleep quality of the Chinese population?

Specifically, the use of social media is a complex
phenomenon involving multiple dimensions, including the
frequency of use, duration, and the social media platforms
preferred by users [20]. Existing research reveals that social
media use periods (such as weekdays and weekends) have
varying degrees of impact on sleep quality [12]. In
particular, the habit of using social media before bedtime
has received widespread attention, with studies indicating
that individuals who frequently use social media before bed
are more likely to suffer from a decline in sleep quality [21].
For instance, nighttime social media use may lead to pre-
sleep anxiety or depression [22], and the blue light from
social media use before bed may also disrupt the sleep cycle
[23]. Based on this, we propose Research Hypothesis 1: The
use of social media before bedtime is related to the sleep
quality of the Chinese population.

Although existing research has explored the relationship
between specific types of social media platforms and sleep
quality, these studies have primarily focused on specific,
widely used social media platforms, such as Facebook [24],
Instagram, and WhatsApp [25], and often have not fully
considered the diversity of social media and its potential
differential impacts on sleep. Additionally, previous studies
have mostly adopted a macro perspective [14,26] without
delving into the specific effects of different types of social
media applications—such as news and information, short
videos, dating apps, and content community platforms—on
sleep quality. Given this, this study aims to refine the
classification of social media further to more accurately
explore the relationship between the use of different types of
social media and sleep quality. Based on this, the study
proposes Research Hypothesis 2: The use of different types

of social media is related to the sleep quality of the Chinese
population.

The use of social media can also lead to social media
addiction [27]. Social media addiction is defined as a loss of
control over social media use, with individuals heavily
relying on social media for gratification or to escape reality
[28]. Social media addiction not only poses a threat to
individuals’ psychological health but also affects sleep
quality [29,30]. Based on these observations, we further
hypothesize that social media addiction, as an extreme form
of excessive social media use, may play a mediating role,
forming a bridge between social media use and sleep quality.
Specifically, excessive use of social media may first induce
addictive behaviors, which then lead to more frequent and
later use times, ultimately affecting sleep quality. Based on
this, this study proposes Research Hypothesis 3: Social
media addiction mediates the relationship between social
media use and sleep quality (Fig. 1).

Given the high prevalence of social media in China and
its central role in daily life, this study aims to delve into the
potential link between social media use and sleep quality,
focusing on social media addiction as a possible mediating
variable. Although existing literature has already made
preliminary explorations into the broad impacts of social
media use, in-depth studies on the relationship between
social media use and sleep quality within China’s specific
cultural and societal context remain relatively scarce. By
systematically examining and analyzing the interactions
between social media usage habits, addictive behaviors, and
sleep quality, this study hopes to contribute new theoretical
and empirical data to the academic discussion in this field,
providing a theoretical basis for public health and mental
health professionals to improve sleep quality and develop
targeted intervention strategies.

Materials and Methods

Data collection
This study conducted a survey based on the population
structure from China’s Seventh National Population Census,
with the survey taking place from December 01 to December
15, 2021. Data from 812 Chinese citizens were collected
online through the Tencent Questionnaire platform (https://
wj.qq.com/index.html). Tencent Questionnaire is a
professional survey service company that provides targeted
quantitative questionnaire distribution and collection
services for various organizations, including consulting/

FIGURE 1. Simplified mediation model diagram for social media
use, addiction, and sleep quality.
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research institutions, enterprises, universities, and government
entities. Its database contains over 3 million verified personal
records, enabling precise, efficient, and low-cost survey
research. Additionally, existing academic research has
proven the reliability and effectiveness of the Tencent
Questionnaire in data collection, further strengthening its
application value in the academic and research fields [31–33].

In the preliminary phase of this survey, this study has
been performed in accordance with the principles stated in
the Declaration of Helsinki and has received ethical
approval from the Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of
Nanjing Normal University (IRB Number: NNU202206
0054). All participants signed the informed consent in this
study. After excluding participants who did not complete
the questionnaire, data from 779 participants were
ultimately selected for subsequent analysis. To ensure the
scientific rigor of data collection and the validity of the
sample, we employed strict methodological measures to
ensure the sample’s accuracy and data quality. By
conducting statistical tests on these collected data, we
further validated the representativeness of the sample and
the reliability of the obtained data, which collectively
ensured the validity and scientific integrity of the research
findings.

Variable selection

Independent variables

Social media use
Social media use is defined as the specific consumption of digital
media or the Internet. It allows the audience to connect and
interact with each other and their familiar friends through
real-time communication or social media websites [34]. In
this study, frequency of media use refers to the frequency of
social media use. Previous studies have evaluated two
dimensions of social media use: time and frequency [35]. Due
to the self-assessment survey method adopted by this
questionnaire, it is difficult for each participant to answer
their social media use time. Therefore, this study uses the
participants’ self-rated social media use frequency as their
social media use level. In the option setting, this study uses
the Likert seven-point scale, from 1 (never) to 7 (always), to
measure the participant’s frequency of using social media. At
the same time, this study further subdivides social media use
from the use time and application type.

(1) Period
This study divides the frequency of social media use into

two parts based on the period: daytime social media use
frequency and pre-sleep media use frequency. Specifically,
because this study has differentiated various types of social
media, respondents may have different preferences for social
media. The sum or average of the frequency of use of mixed
social media may not represent the respondent’s actual use
frequency. Therefore, this study takes the highest value of
daytime and pre-sleep social media use frequency in the
questionnaire as the analysis data.

(2) APP type
In terms of social media type, this study selected six of

the most mainstream social media platforms in China: a.
Instant messaging app (WeChat, QQ); b. News app

(Toutiao); c. Short videos app (Douyin,Kuaishou); d. Dating
app (Momo, Tantan, Tinder); e. Content community
platform (Weibo, Douban, Zhihu, Little Red Book); f.
Consumer review website (Dianping). Considering the
differences in users’ media usage preferences in the data
processing, the data with the highest frequency of use in
each category was selected as the analysis data. Additionally,
based on the differentiation of software type, this study
further differentiates the frequency of use into daytime and
pre-sleep use frequency.

Social media addiction
Social media addiction can be seen as Internet addiction [36],
characterized by excessive and irrational use of social media,
and impacts the addicts’ daily lives [35,37]. This study uses
a set of items adapted from The Bergen Social Media
Addiction Scale (BSMAS) [38] to assess the level of social
media addiction among the respondents. Over the past few
years, the psychometric properties of the BSMAS have been
investigated in multiple areas, including Hong Kong and
Taiwan [39], and have shown good reliability and validity
[40]. To further substantiate the structural validity of the
BSMAS in our study, a CFA was conducted. The CFA
model fit indices for the BSMAS demonstrated satisfactory
results, with χ2/df = 2.454, CFI = 0.953, TLI = 0.954, and
RMSEA = 0.098. Each item in the scale represents one of
the six core elements of addiction (significance, emotional
regulation, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse [41]).
The Likert seven-point scale, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree), is used for the option settings, with a
higher score indicating a higher likelihood of social media
addiction. In the statistical process, this study uses the
average score of six questions to represent each participant’s
problematic social media use. The internal consistency of
the social media addiction scale is good (α = 0.776).

Dependent variables
In a study on sleep quality, the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
(PSQI) developed by Dr. Buysse and others at the University
of Pittsburgh in 1989 was chosen to measure the participants’
sleep quality over the past month [42]. The PSQI includes
seven measurement indicators with 19 specific measurement
items to assess sleep quality and interference factors, scoring
each item 0–3 and standardizing the scores to get the total
sleep quality score, which ranges from 1 to 19. An
evaluation level can be assigned based on the score [43],
with 0–5 being very good, 6–10 being good, 11–15 being
average, and 16–21 being poor. The CFA results yielded the
following model fit indices: χ2/df = 2.362, CFI = 0.91, TLI =
0.92, RMSEA = 0.098, further supporting the reliability and
validity of the PSQI for assessing sleep quality in our
sample. The internal consistency of PSQI in this study was
good (α = 0.785).

Control variables
In previous empirical studies, demographic variables such as
gender [44,45], age [46], education level [47], monthly
income [48], and location [49] are associated with sleep
quality. Thus, in this study, these demographic variables are
set as control variables (Suppl. Table 1).
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Statistical analysis
According to the calculations in G� Power 3.1 [50], a
minimum sample size of 115 would be required to draw a
statistical conclusion from a linear multiple regression
analysis based on the number of predictors, with a
significance level of 0.05, a power of 0.95, and an effect size
of 0.15 as referenced from the previous study [51]. Variance
analysis was used to test for differences in social media use
among different demographic variables. Bivariate correlation
was used to explore relationships between variables,
regression analysis was used to examine the effects of
various media factors on sleep quality, and Bootstrap
sampling was used to analyze the mediating role of social
media addiction between social media use and sleep quality.
IBM SPSS Statistics 26.0 was used to process all encoded
data, and the statistical significance level was set at p < 0.05.

Results

Descriptive statistical analysis
This study sampled based on the population structure of the
7th population census in China and distributed the
questionnaire. Participants came from 31 provinces,
autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the
central government in Mainland China. Finally, 779 valid
samples were obtained, and the sample’s demographic
characteristics are shown in Suppl. Table 1.

The participants’ final PSQI score was calculated by
summing each sub-item of PSQI and rating the participants
based on their scores. Regarding PSQI ratings, the highest
proportion of participants was rated as good, accounting for
65.1%. The next was general, accounting for 18.7%. The
proportion of participants rated as very good or poor was
relatively small, accounting for 15% and 1.2%, respectively
(Suppl. Table 2).

From a gender and urban-rural area perspective
(Suppl. Tables 3 and 4), the variance results show significant
differences (p < 0.01) in PSQI scores between genders
regarding sleep quality, onset time, and final sleep time
score. Significant differences (p < 0.01) exist in the final
sleep quality scores and daytime dysfunction in urban-rural
areas. Regarding social media use, there are substantial
differences (p < 0.01) between different genders in the
daytime and pre-sleep content community and consumer
review type of social media use. Significant differences exist
(p < 0.01) in the daytime and pre-sleep use of social media,
daytime and pre-sleep use of instant messaging apps,
daytime and pre-sleep use of news apps, and pre-sleep
content community platform use when comparing urban
and rural areas. Using paired t-test to study the differences
in the data, as seen from Suppl. Table 5, a total of 6 pairs all
show differences (p < 0.05).

Bivariate correlation analysis
The results of the bivariate correlation analysis between social
media use time, types of social media use, and factors affecting
sleep quality are presented in Suppl. Tables 6–8. Age, income,
pre-sleep social media use, and social media addiction were
significantly related to PSQI (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index). There was a significant relationship between the

daytime use of the news apps and PSQI scores; pre-sleep use
of instant messaging apps and news apps was significantly
related to PSQI scores.

Multilevel regression analysis
The results of the multilevel regression analysis show that the
F-value changed significantly (p < 0.05) after adding the
variables of social media addiction, daytime social media
use, and pre-sleep social media use in model 1 (Suppl.
Table 9). It means that the variables have explanatory
significance for the model. The findings from Suppl.
Table 10 reveal a significant positive correlation between
pre-sleep social media use and the PSQI score (t = 2.877,
p = 0.004).

After adding social media addiction, daytime use of
instant messaging app, daytime use of news app, daytime
use of short videos app, daytime use of dating app, daytime
use of content community platform, and daytime use of
consumer reviews website to Model 1 (Suppl. Table 10), the
F-value change did not show significance (detF = 1.710,
detP = 0.103). It indicates that adding these variables to the
model did not have an explanatory meaning.

Based on Model 1, this study added social media
addiction, pre-sleep use of instant messaging apps, pre-sleep
use of news apps, pre-sleep use of short video apps, pre-
sleep use of dating apps, pre-sleep use of content
community platforms, and pre-sleep use of consumer
reviews website (Suppl. Table 11). The change in F-value
did not show significance (detF = 1.929, detP = 0.062),
meaning that adding the variables did not have explanatory
significance for the model.

Mediating effect test results
To further explore the relationship between media use, media
addiction, and sleep quality, this study identifies media
addiction as a potential mediator in the impact of media use
on sleep quality. This study adopts the product coefficient
method to test the mediating effect. As the statistical
efficiency of the product coefficient method is superior to
the causal step method [40], the coefficient product method
is increasingly used by more and more researchers. The
coefficient product method is divided into two categories,
one based on the normal distribution of the mediating
effect’s sampling distribution, the Sobel test method, and the
other based on the non-normal distribution of the
mediating effect’s sampling distribution, the asymmetric
confidence interval method, which includes the Bootstrap
method and the distribution of the Product. Mackinnon
et al. found through simulation studies that the Bootstrap
method had the highest statistical efficiency in mediating
effect analysis [52]. Therefore, this study uses the Bootstrap
sampling method to test significance.

Suppl. Table 12 displays the models involved in
mediating effect analysis, mainly including the regression
model of independent variables to mediating variables
(Model 2) and the regression model of independent
variables to dependent variables (when there is no
mediating variable, see Model 1).

Suppl. Table 12 reveals a full mediation effect between
social media addiction and the relationship between daytime
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use of news apps, short video apps, dating apps, content
community platforms, and sleep quality. This suggests that
while daytime media use does not directly correlate with
sleep quality in the general population, the use of news
apps, short videos, dating apps, and content community
platforms is associated with sleep quality through the
mediation of social media addiction. In essence, daytime
engagement with these apps is associated with an increased
likelihood of addiction, which in turn is related to sleep
quality (Fig. 2).

Discussion

This study investigated the correlation between social media
use and sleep quality and explored the mediating role of
social media addiction, revealing three key findings.

Firstly, we found a significant correlation between pre-
sleep social media use and poorer sleep quality. It indicates
that individuals who use social media more before bedtime
have higher sleep quality scores, reflecting poorer sleep
quality. It suggests frequent exposure to social media before
bedtime may disrupt standard sleep patterns. This result is
consistent with previous research findings [53,54]. It may be
because the use of social media before sleep can directly
affect users’ sleep through emotional stimulation. Content
on social media, such as emotionally charged messages and
affective communication, may trigger psychological
stimulation in users, activating emotional, cognitive, or
physiological responses [55], mainly when used before
bedtime, it is more likely to lead to emotional or cognitive
arousal, which in turn can cause insomnia [56]. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, the frequency and intensity of such
affective communication may have increased, and the
plethora of negative information on social media may
further induce users’ negative emotions, affecting sleep
quality [57,58]. Additionally, social media use may lead to
sleep procrastination and interruptions. Due to the constant
interactivity of social media, users may wait for social
interactions when they should be sleeping [59], leading to

delayed bedtime and disruption of sleep rhythms [60].
Meanwhile, notifications from social media at night may
disturb sleep, causing interruptions [61] further affecting
sleep quality [62,63]. However, it is noteworthy that the
research data revealed no direct association between daytime
social media use and the overall sleep quality score. Previous
studies often did not differentiate the time of day of social
media use, typically treating it as a whole [64] or primarily
focusing on nighttime and pre-sleep usage [65,66]. This
study differentiated between social media use during the day
and at night, establishing a clear link between the use of
social media before bedtime and the quality of sleep.
However, it did not find a similar correlation with social
media use during daytime hours. This distinction may
reflect differences in the impact of daytime and nighttime
social media use on individuals. Daytime social media use
may not affect sleep quality due to its lesser impact on
individuals’ physiological and psychological states. In
contrast, nighttime use may involve more emotional content
and social interaction, which may more easily provoke
psychological activity at night and significantly correlate
with sleep quality [67,68]. It suggests that considering the
specific context of usage time when exploring the
relationship between social media use and sleep quality may
help to more accurately understand their interaction and
provide a basis for strategies to promote good sleep quality.

Secondly, there is a significant relationship between
daytime use of news apps and sleep quality (PSQI score);
simultaneously, using real-time communication apps and
news apps before bedtime significantly correlates with sleep
quality scores. This indicates that various social media
applications may be linked to sleep quality through different
mechanisms. Previous studies only analyzed a few of the
most popular social media platforms. For example, frequent
use of Facebook may lead to addiction among college
students, negatively affecting their daily lives, health, and
sleep quality [69,70]. Although these studies provide
valuable insights into the psychosocial impact of social
media use, the specificity of their analyses may limit the

FIGURE 2. Mediation effect model of the relationship between social media use, addiction, and sleep quality (Note: ��p < 0.01).
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broad applicability of their results. These findings may not be
applicable, particularly in a socio-cultural context like China,
where western social media like Facebook are less prevalent.
Furthermore, focusing research on a single social media
platform may not fully reveal the comprehensive impact of
different social media functions on users’ health and sleep
quality. Platforms like Facebook encompass a wide range of
functions, including real-time messaging, social networking,
etc., and these different functions may have varying impacts
on users. Our study adopted a segmented approach by
classifying social media based on primary functions to
explore the association between different functional
categories of social media use and sleep quality. Specifically,
daytime use of news apps may lead to information overload
[71] and an increased state of psychological arousal [72] due
to their rapid update of a vast amount of information and
negative news that can trigger emotional responses, affecting
the preparation for sleep at night and possibly leading to
difficulty falling asleep. Using news apps before bedtime
may directly stimulate strong emotional reactions such as
anxiety, fear, or sadness, especially during the pandemic
when the processing of related information is more likely to
trigger such intense emotional responses [57,58]. Using real-
time communication social media before bedtime may
increase the pressure of social interaction, particularly the
expectation of immediate replies, which may make users feel
the need to stay online, experiencing pressure and guilt
when unable to respond immediately [73], triggering the
fear of missing out (FOMO) [74], thereby increasing pre-
sleep psychological activity and negatively impacting sleep
quality. Additionally, using these two types of social media
may lead to increased cognitive load, especially when
dealing with large amounts of information and engaging in
social interaction [75]. This cognitive burden keeps the
brain active, making it difficult to transition smoothly into
the sleep state [76], affecting the sleep quality. Therefore,
our data supports the view that different modes and types of
social media use may indirectly affect sleep quality through
different mechanisms by affecting psychological arousal,
emotional responses, social interaction pressure, and
cognitive load.

The third notable observation from this study is the
significant association found between the daytime use of
specific types of social media applications—including news,
short video, dating apps, and content community platforms
—and sleep quality, mediated by social media addiction.
This finding underscores the potential mediating role of
social media addiction in the relationship between daytime
social media use and sleep quality. Additionally, this study
also found a direct negative association between pre-sleep
social media use and sleep quality, while daytime social
media use is not only directly related to sleep quality but
also associated with sleep quality through the mediating
path of social media addiction. These results may indicate
that the daytime engagement with applications such as
news, short videos, dating apps, and content community
platforms is associated with the development of addictive
behaviors, which in turn is associated with sleep quality.
The results of this study may suggest that during the day,
the use of applications such as news, short videos, dating

apps, and content community platforms can facilitate the
formation of addictive behaviors, which in turn negatively
affects users’ sleep quality. Influenced by the evolution of
the era and the pandemic, the Chinese public bears
enormous pressure [77], which may lead them to rely more
on social media such as news, short videos, dating apps, and
content communities to alleviate anxiety and regulate
negative emotions [78–80], thus forming a dependency on
social media. This dependency on social media formed
during the day may affect nighttime sleep quality through
continuous psychological stress, anxiety, or other
psychophysiological mechanisms [81]. Alternatively, social
media addiction may induce pre-sleep social media use [82],
directly reducing sleep time [83], leading to overuse [84,85],
and affecting sleep quality. Furthermore, social media
addiction may also bring about sleep disorders and negative
sleep attitudes [86], negatively impacting the perception of
sleep quality [87] and resulting in poor sleep quality
assessments. Compared to existing studies, this research not
only explores the relationship between social media use and
sleep quality within the specific context of China and
examines the mediating role of social media addiction but
also provides a more refined analysis by segmenting the
types of social media applications.

Implications of the Study

This research provides vital insights into the relationship
between social media usage habits and sleep quality. Our
analysis reveals a significant positive correlation between
pre-sleep social media use and poorer sleep quality, aligning
with the common expectation that using social media before
bed may disrupt sleep. Moreover, the study delves further
into social media addiction as a potential mediating
mechanism, indicating that daytime use of specific types of
social media applications (such as news apps, short video
apps, dating apps, and content community platforms) may
contribute to adverse effects on sleep quality by fostering
social media addiction.

These findings are essential for public health
policymakers, researchers, and social media users. They
underscore the necessity of further research into the
relationship between social media use and sleep
disturbances, considering the specific context of individuals’
social media usage habits. Additionally, the results of this
study can support the development and implementation of
targeted interventions aimed at reducing the behavior of
using social media before bedtime to improve sleep quality.

Limitations and Future Directions

Although this study has offered significant insights into the
relationship between social media use and sleep quality, it is
limited by its cross-sectional research design, which does
not allow for the determination of causality between the
variables. Therefore, our conclusions should be interpreted
as revealing correlations rather than causations. The
discovery of these correlations highlights the need for future
research, mainly through longitudinal research designs and
experimental methods, to further explore the potential
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impact of social media use habits on sleep quality. It will
validate these preliminary findings and investigate the
underlying causal mechanisms. Future research should
include more control variables to accurately capture the
relationship between social media use and sleep quality,
thereby overcoming the limitations identified in this study
and elucidating the dynamics of this relationship.

Furthermore, this research was conducted during the
COVID-19 pandemic to explore the association between
social media use and sleep quality. We recognize that the
stress and anxiety caused by the pandemic are also
significant factors affecting sleep quality. Therefore, while
this study provides preliminary insights into the potential
impact of social media use on sleep quality during this
particular period, we also emphasize the need for further
research to explore the persistence of this relationship in
different contexts and consider other potential influencing
factors. Future studies should explore the relationship
between social media use and sleep quality after relaxing
global pandemic control measures to provide a more
comprehensive understanding.

Conclusion

This study identified an association between pre-sleep social
media use and decreased sleep quality. Frequent interaction
with specific types of social media, such as news and
information apps, short video platforms, social networking
apps, and content community platforms, is associated with
an increased likelihood of addiction, which is in turn
associated with decreased sleep quality. This adds to the
evidence regarding the impact of social media on
individuals’ daily lives. However, the mediating role of social
media addiction in the relationship between social media
use and sleep quality suggests a complex interaction, with
the specific effects of addiction on sleep quality warranting
further study.

In practical terms, based on the in-depth analysis of this
study, it is clear that raising public awareness about the
potential impact of social media use (especially before
bedtime) on sleep quality through educational activities and
public health campaigns is not a sufficient solution. The
core challenge lies in how to coach users to adopt healthier
strategies for coping with emotions and stress rather than
relying on social media for diversion, particularly when
faced with negative news and information. Public
organizations and other relevant bodies must prioritize and
promote educational resources and guidance on emotional
management and stress relief. The widespread adoption of
effective emotional regulation strategies and stress
management techniques can assist individuals in handling
the stresses and emotional fluctuations of daily life in
healthier ways and reduce social media addictive behaviors
and their negative impact on sleep quality. Therefore,
comprehensive intervention measures should include, but
not be limited to, mental health education, emotional
regulation skill training, and strategies promoting healthy
social media usage habits to improve overall public sleep
quality and well-being.
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TABLE 1

Control variables and coding

Control
variables

Items Coding

Gender What is your gender? Male = 1; Female = 0

Age What is your age? The age provided by the respondent.

Region Where are you from? Urban = 1 (including “first-tier cities,” “other provincial capital cities and municipalities,”
“prefecture-level cities,” and “county-level cities”); Rural = 0 (including “towns” and “rural areas”)

Education
level

What is your
education level?

Elementary school or below = 1; Middle school = 2; General high school/vocational high school/
technical school/vocational college = 3; College associate degree = 4; College bachelor’s degree = 5;
Master’s degree or above = 6

Revenue What is your
revenue?

Less than 1000 yuan = 1; 1001–2000 yuan = 2; 2001–3000 yuan = 3; 3001–5000 yuan = 4; 5001–8000
yuan = 5; 8001–12000 yuan = 6; 12001–15000 yuan = 7; 15001–20000 yuan = 8
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TABLE 2

PSQI ratings and breakdown percentages

Projects Rating Frequency Percentage Projects Sleep quality rating Frequency Percentage

Sleep quality Very good 133 17.1 PSQI Very poor 9 1.2

Good 370 47.5

Average 239 30.7

Very poor 37 4.7

Sleeping time 0 point 134 17.2

1 point 352 45.2

2 points 192 24.6 Average 146 18.7

3 points 101 13

Sleep duration >7 h 2 0.3

6~7 h 187 24

5~6 h 299 38.4

<5 h 291 37.4

Sleep efficiency >85% 397 51 Good 507 65.1

75~84% 186 23.9

65~74% 123 15.8

<65% 73 9.4

Hypnotic drugs None 717 92

<1 week/time 34 4.4

1~2 weeks/time 12 1.5 Very good 117 15

≥3 weeks/time 16 2.1

Daytime dysfunctions 0 point 96 12.3

1 point 282 36.2

2 points 340 43.6

3 points 61 7.8

TABLE 3

Analysis of variance for gender

Gender (Mean ± SD) F p

Female (n = 368) Male (n = 411)

A Final sleep quality score 1.15 ± 0.79 1.30 ± 0.77 7.115 0.008**

B Final sleep time score 1.42 ± 0.89 1.25 ± 0.92 6.909 0.009**

C Final sleep duration score 2.05 ± 0.81 2.20 ± 0.75 7.299 0.007**

D Final sleep efficiency score 0.89 ± 1.04 0.79 ± 0.98 1.729 0.189

E Final sleep disorder score 1.13 ± 0.59 1.09 ± 0.56 0.829 0.363

F Final hypnotic drugs score 0.16 ± 0.57 0.12 ± 0.47 1.19 0.276

G Final daytime dysfunction score 1.44 ± 0.85 1.50 ± 0.77 1.117 0.291

PSQI total score 8.23 ± 2.92 8.25 ± 2.67 0.007 0.933

Social media daily use 6.27 ± 0.93 6.28 ± 0.91 0.026 0.871

Social media pre-sleep use 6.05 ± 1.10 5.96 ± 1.15 1.256 0.263

Social media addiction 3.98 ± 1.11 3.83 ± 1.16 3.605 0.058

Daily use of instant messaging app 6.08 ± 1.12 6.17 ± 0.99 1.384 0.24

Daily use of news app 2.95 ± 1.70 2.71 ± 1.88 3.473 0.063

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Gender (Mean ± SD) F p

Female (n = 368) Male (n = 411)

Daily use of short videos app 4.40 ± 1.86 4.63 ± 1.81 3.012 0.083

Daily use of dating app 1.77 ± 1.25 1.84 ± 1.27 0.559 0.455

Daily use of content community platform 4.21 ± 1.79 3.77 ± 1.74 12.09 0.001**

Daily use of consumer review website 2.75 ± 1.56 2.39 ± 1.49 10.746 0.001**

Pre-sleep use of instant messaging app 5.75 ± 1.33 5.65 ± 1.41 0.997 0.318

Pre-sleep use of news app 2.62 ± 1.74 2.45 ± 1.86 1.724 0.19

Pre-sleep use of short videos app 4.13 ± 2.02 4.45 ± 2.01 4.751 0.030*

Pre-sleep use of dating app 1.67 ± 1.18 1.76 ± 1.29 1.041 0.308

Pre-sleep use of content community platform 3.90 ± 1.86 3.33 ± 1.96 17.323 0.000**

Pre-sleep use of consumer review website 2.26 ± 1.50 1.84 ± 1.26 18.173 0.000**
Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

TABLE 4

Analysis of variance for region

Area (Mean ± SD) F p

Rural (n = 74) City (n = 705)

A Final sleep quality score 0.96 ± 0.83 1.26 ± 0.77 9.922 0.002**

B Final sleep time score 1.46 ± 0.85 1.32 ± 0.92 1.564 0.211

C Final sleep duration score 2.12 ± 0.79 2.13 ± 0.78 0.006 0.938

D Final sleep efficiency score 0.84 ± 1.05 0.84 ± 1.00 0 0.985

E Final sleep disorder score 1.22 ± 0.60 1.10 ± 0.57 2.893 0.089

F Final hypnotic drugs score 0.05 ± 0.28 0.14 ± 0.54 2.025 0.155

G Final daytime dysfunction score 1.14 ± 0.85 1.50 ± 0.80 14.266 0.000**

PSQI total score 7.78 ± 3.12 8.29 ± 2.75 2.216 0.137

Social media daily use 5.93 ± 1.02 6.31 ± 0.91 11.387 0.001**

Social media pre-sleep use 5.68 ± 1.12 6.04 ± 1.12 6.995 0.008**

Social media addiction 3.77 ± 1.18 3.91 ± 1.13 1.107 0.293

Daily use of instant messaging app 5.59 ± 1.29 6.18 ± 1.01 21.604 0.000**

Daily use of news app 3.53 ± 1.86 2.75 ± 1.78 12.752 0.000**

Daily use of short videos app 4.78 ± 1.53 4.49 ± 1.87 1.721 0.19

Daily use of dating app 1.70 ± 1.18 1.82 ± 1.27 0.564 0.453

Daily use of content community platform 3.03 ± 1.68 4.08 ± 1.76 24.047 0.000**

Daily use of consumer review website 2.28 ± 1.42 2.59 ± 1.54 2.636 0.105

Pre-sleep use of instant messaging app 5.19 ± 1.45 5.75 ± 1.35 11.554 0.001**

Pre-sleep use of news app 3.20 ± 2.04 2.46 ± 1.76 11.456 0.001**

Pre-sleep use of short videos app 4.58 ± 1.70 4.27 ± 2.05 1.628 0.202

Pre-sleep use of dating app 1.66 ± 1.13 1.72 ± 1.25 0.156 0.693

Pre-sleep use of content community platform 2.74 ± 1.67 3.69 ± 1.94 16.253 0.000**

Pre-sleep use of consumer review website 1.97 ± 1.36 2.04 ± 1.40 0.167 0.683
Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 5

Results of paired t-test analysis

Name Paired (Mean ± S.D.) Mean difference
(Paired 1–Paired 2)

t p

Paired 1 Paired 2

Daily use of instant messaging app pairs with Pre-sleep use of
instant messaging app

6.13 ± 1.05 5.70 ± 1.37 0.43 10.489 0.000**

Daily use of news software pairs with Pre-sleep use of news app 2.82 ± 1.80 2.53 ± 1.80 0.29 8.135 0.000**

Daily use of short videos app pairs with Pre-sleep use of short
videos app

4.52 ± 1.84 4.30 ± 2.02 0.22 5.801 0.000**

Daily use of dating app pairs with Pre-sleep use of dating app 1.81 ± 1.26 1.72 ± 1.24 0.09 3.452 0.001**

Daily use of content community platform pairs with Pre-sleep
use of content community platform

3.98 ± 1.78 3.60 ± 1.93 0.38 10.898 0.000**

Daily use of consumer review software pairs with Pre-sleep use
of consumer review software

2.56 ± 1.53 2.04 ± 1.39 0.52 12.912 0.000**

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

TABLE 6

Compares the results of bivariate correlation analysis between daily and pre-sleep use of social media

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

PSQI total score 1

Gender (male) 0.003 1

Age −0.070* 0.002 1

Education level 0.047 0.093** −0.470** 1

Revenue −0.127** 0.206** 0.165** 0.215** 1

Region 0.053 0.018 −0.227** 0.353** 0.162** 1

Social media daily use 0.049 0.006 −0.323** 0.275** 0.075* 0.120** 1

Social media pre-sleep use 0.124** −0.04 −0.253** 0.173** −0.023 0.094** 0.679** 1

Social media addiction 0.089* −0.068 −0.165** 0.053 −0.094** 0.038 0.189** 0.249** 1
Note: *At the level of 0.05 (double tail), the correlation is significant. **At the level of 0.01 (double tail), the correlation is significant.

TABLE 7

Results of bivariate correlation analysis comparing daily use of different app

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PSQI total score 1

Gender (male) 0.003 1

Age −0.070* 0.002 1

Education level 0.047 0.093** −0.470** 1

Revenue −0.127** 0.206** 0.165** 0.215** 1

Region 0.053 0.018 −0.227** 0.353** 0.162** 1

Social media addiction 0.089* −0.068 −0.165** 0.053 −0.094** 0.038 1

Daily use of instant
messaging app

0.039 0.042 −0.339** 0.317** 0.084* 0.164** 0.143** 1

Daily use of news app −0.087* −0.067 0.458** −0.272** 0.088* −0.127** 0.110** −0.118** 1

Daily use of short videos
app

0.032 0.062 0.009 −0.191** 0 −0.047 0.248** 0.105** 0.175** 1

Daily use of dating app −0.03 0.027 0.035 −0.093** 0.061 0.027 0.272** −0.058 0.268** 0.241** 1

(Continued)
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Table 7 (continued)

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Daily use of content
community platform

0.063 −0.124** -0.484** 0.354** −0.038 0.173** 0.295** 0.283** −0.105** 0.039 0.217** 1

Daily use of consumer
review website

0.027 −0.117** 0.038 0.075* 0.152** 0.058 0.185** 0.07 0.162** 0.080* 0.343** 0.338** 1

Note: *At the 0.05 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant. **At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

TABLE 8

Results of bivariate correlation analysis comparing Pre-sleep use of different app

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PSQI total score 1

Gender (male) 0.003 1

Age −0.070* 0.002 1

Education level 0.047 0.093** −0.470** 1

Revenue −0.127** 0.206** 0.165** 0.215** 1

Region 0.053 0.018 −0.227** 0.353** 0.162** 1

Social media addiction 0.089* −0.068 −0.165** 0.053 −0.094** 0.038 1

Pre-sleep use of instant
messaging app

0.105** −0.036 −0.234** 0.195** −0.022 0.121** 0.233** 1

Pre-sleep use of news app −0.079* −0.047 0.424** −0.269** 0.063 −0.121** 0.145** 0.015 1

Pre-sleep use of short
videos app

0.03 0.078* 0.018 −0.167** 0.037 −0.046 0.228** 0.197** 0.191** 1

Pre-sleep use of dating app 0.005 0.037 0.037 −0.089* 0.035 0.014 0.268** 0.036 0.282** 0.205** 1

Pre-sleep use of content
community platform

0.057 −0.148** −0.429** 0.321** −0.086* 0.143** 0.307** 0.236** −0.027 0.065 0.233** 1

Pre-sleep use of consumer
review website

−0.019 −0.151** 0.159** −0.063 0.069 0.015 0.234** 0.046 0.377** 0.136** 0.463** 0.284** 1

Note: *At the 0.05 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant. **At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

TABLE 9

Results of stratified regression analysis comparing daily and pre-sleep use of social media

Model 1 Model 2

B SE p β B SE p β

Constant 8.153** 0.675 0 – 6.551** 1.035 0 –

Gender (male) 0.159 0.203 0.433 0.029 0.204 0.202 0.314 0.036

Age −0.013 0.079 0.868 −0.007 0.026 0.081 0.749 0.014

Education level 0.129 0.106 0.222 0.054 0.126 0.105 0.233 0.053

Revenue −0.227** 0.058 0 −0.153 −0.214** 0.058 0 −0.144

Region 0.542 0.365 0.137 0.057 0.503 0.363 0.166 0.053

Social media addiction 0.128 0.09 0.157 0.052

Social media daily use −0.188 0.151 0.215 −0.062

Social media pre-sleep use 0.349** 0.121 0.004 0.141

R² 0.026 0.042

Adjusted R² 0.019 0.032

F-value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (8,770) = 4.206, p = 0.000

DR² 0.026 0.016

DF value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (3,770) = 4.346, p = 0.005
Note: Dependent variable: PSQI total score. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 10

Results of stratified regression analysis comparing daily use of different app

Model 1 Model 2

B SE p β B SE p β

Constant 8.153** 0.675 0 – 6.898** 1.006 0 –

Gender (male) 0.159 0.203 0.433 0.029 0.199 0.209 0.34 0.036

Age −0.013 0.079 0.868 −0.007 0.09 0.096 0.345 0.049

Education level 0.129 0.106 0.222 0.054 0.105 0.112 0.347 0.044

Revenue −0.227** 0.058 0 −0.153 −0.224** 0.059 0 −0.151

Region 0.542 0.365 0.137 0.057 0.528 0.365 0.148 0.055

Social media addiction 0.189 0.097 0.051 0.077

Daily use of instant messaging app 0.017 0.105 0.869 0.007

Daily use of news app −0.127 0.066 0.054 −0.082

Daily use of short videos app 0.064 0.059 0.277 0.042

Daily use of dating app −0.113 0.091 0.215 −0.051

Daily use of content community platform 0.029 0.073 0.69 0.019

Daily use of consumer review website 0.094 0.075 0.207 0.052

R² 0.026 0.041

Adjusted R² 0.019 0.026

F-value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (12,766) = 2.704, p = 0.001

DR² 0.026 0.015

DF Value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (7,766) = 0.710, p = 0.103
Note: Dependent variable: PSQI total score. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

TABLE 11

Results of stratified regression analysis comparing pre-sleep use of different app

Model 1 Model 2

B SE p β B SE p β

Constant 8.153** 0.675 0 – 6.358** 0.886 0 –

Gender (male) 0.159 0.203 0.433 0.029 0.16 0.21 0.446 0.029

Age −0.013 0.079 0.868 −0.007 0.108 0.092 0.239 0.058

Education level 0.129 0.106 0.222 0.054 0.106 0.111 0.341 0.044

Revenue −0.227** 0.058 0 −0.153 −0.218** 0.059 0 −0.147

Region 0.542 0.365 0.137 0.057 0.486 0.364 0.182 0.051

Social media addiction 0.165 0.098 0.09 0.067

Pre-sleep use of instant messaging app 0.162* 0.078 0.038 0.08

Pre-sleep use of news app −0.141* 0.067 0.035 −0.091

Pre-sleep use of short videos app 0.037 0.053 0.492 0.027

Pre-sleep use of dating app 0.027 0.095 0.776 0.012

Pre-sleep use of content community platform 0.011 0.065 0.869 0.007

Pre-sleep use of consumer review website −0.016 0.089 0.854 −0.008

R² 0.026 0.043

Adjusted R² 0.019 0.028

F-value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (12,766) = 2.835, p = 0.001

DR² 0.026 0.017

DF Value F (5,773) = 4.069, p = 0.001 F (7,766) = 1.929, p = 0.062
Note: Dependent variable: PSQI total score. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 12

Analysis results of intermediation (n = 779)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

B p β B p β B p β

Constant 7.358** 0 – 2.434** 0 – 6.898** 0 –

Age 0.078 0.416 0.042 −0.066 0.062 −0.088 0.09 0.345 0.049

Education level 0.111 0.32 0.046 0.033 0.432 0.033 0.105 0.347 0.044

Revenue −0.237** 0 −0.16 −0.064** 0.004 −0.105 −0.224** 0 −0.151

Gender (male) 0.184 0.378 0.033 −0.077 0.319 −0.034 0.199 0.34 0.036

Region 0.527 0.15 0.055 −0.003 0.981 −0.001 0.528 0.148 0.055

Daily use of instant messaging software 0.031 0.771 0.012 0.07 0.072 0.065 0.017 0.869 0.007

Daily use of news software −0.114 0.082 −0.074 0.068** 0.006 0.107 −0.127 0.054 −0.082

Daily use of short video software 0.085 0.142 0.056 0.112** 0 0.182 0.064 0.277 0.042

Daily use of dating software −0.085 0.345 −0.039 0.147** 0 0.163 −0.113 0.215 −0.051

Daily use of content community software 0.049 0.497 0.031 0.106** 0 0.166 0.029 0.69 0.019

Daily use of consumer review software 0.101 0.176 0.056 0.037 0.188 0.049 0.094 0.207 0.052

Social media addiction 0.189 0.051 0.077

Dependent variables PSQI total score Social media addiction PSQI total score

R² 0.036 0.197 0.041

Adjusted R² 0.022 0.186 0.026

F Value F (11,767) = 2.593, p = 0.003 F (11,767) = 17.109, p = 0.000 F (12,766) = 2.704, p = 0.001
Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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